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DELIVERABLE
TASKS
Coordinate
summit

Established
summit branding

MET/
UNM
ET
Met

Met

ACHIEVEMENT

●
●

LEARNINGS

It was difficult to find a space that met the B3 requirements that we accessible and central

●
●

Secured community/non profit space
Determined preliminary topics
Recruited presenters
Recruited vendors: food, photographer
Recruited volunteers

●
●
●
●
●
●

Secured branding name and logo image
secured website domain
Launched website
Secured social media handles
Secured graphic designer
Created logos and marketing content

a social media team (verses one person) should be hired for future events to ensure that
marketing strategy is more robust.
To attract and engage elders a low tech marketing strategy should be implemented
Generate income to cover future summits by selling branded merchandise. The audience was
attracted to the words “Black To The Future”.

Host summit

Met

●

The conference was hosted on June 21st,
2019 at the YWCA Toronto located at 87
Elm Street, Toronto, ON M5G 0A8

Attract 80 -100
registrants to
attend

Met

●

137 people registered to attend the
summit
An additional 87 people were on a
waitlist
96 people attended the summit
throughout the day

The decision to shortlist potential attendees after exceeding the registration goals was a
misstep. We did not anticipate that attendees would not stay for the entire day. People rotated
in and out of the summit. Allow people to register for the specific session and in this way we
could have better tracked potential classroom size.

Attracted presenters with diverse
knowledge, developed expertise and
community presence.

Not video recording the full session was a missed opportunity

●
●

Deliver training
with actionable
best practices

Met

●

live stream future summit session so that persons can attend in person or virtually
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The following 6 sessions were delivered:
1. Secure the bag
2. Outreach on a dime
3. Networking
4. Passing the torch
5. Funding the Future
6. Closing keynote panel
Market action
grant at the
summit

Met

●

Market
community of
Practice at the
summit

Met
with
limite
d
succ
ess

●

Minimum of 50%
of attendees
complete
feedback for

Unm
et

●

●

An information session was hosted to
discuss grant guidelines
The action grant guideline was
enumerated in the takeaway summit
booklet to take away
The community of practice was profiled
in the summit package

An information session should have been hosted at the summit in similar fashion to the action
grant session
Live registration should have been facilitated onsite

10/96 people completed the feedback
form

The feedback form was emailed to the attendees 1 day after the summit. For future summits,
administer feedback onsite and with an incentive to increase outcome.
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STRENGTH
1. Met 7 of 8 stated deliverables
2. Attracted 228 attendee registrants - which demonstrated demand/interest
3. Secured an experienced summit organizer known in TECH sector locally and
internationally
4. attendees noted space accessible by both vehicle and TTC with easy parking
5. Attendees appreciated use of Black business vendors as an overall strength for
the ABC community.
6. fiscal: the summit was delivered in budget
7. Environmental: branding materials are reusable
8. Presenters/ panelist were knowledgeable and provided actionable best
practices
9. Catering diverse (including vegan/vegetarian options)

WEAKNESS
1. parking cost
2. Communication between partner agencies and the advising founding group
was not fruitful despite several engagement efforts. The advising group was
unresponsive and this held up the decision making process.
3. Social media strategy could have been more robust
4. Data collection had low response
5. Partners vision of the event was not always aligned
6. Technology uptake was low - slack was implemented. While this tool is known in
the tech space it is not widely used in the non-profit sector.
7. Large scale networking was limited because of space layout- the lobby was
the only space available.
8. The data collection points at the conference were useful; however, the

method of the collection, i.e. passport cards, made it hard for data
collection.

OPPORTUNITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

live stream the entire summit
allow attendees to join virtually
shorten the summit time to 11am- 4pm (instead of 8am -4:30pm)
implement low tech outreach campaign to meet elders' needs.
incentivize data collection engagements

THREATS
1. Lack of future funding
2. Placing potential attendees on a waitlist could be seen as exclusionary
3. Working with partners who do not have the organizational and staff capacity
to deliver on large scale multi-pronged projects
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DELIVERABLE TASKS
Coordinate 1 of 2
retreats to convene 15
B3 community
members to develop
the framework for the
community of practice.

MET/ UNMET
Met &
exceeded
goal

ACHIEVEMENT
●

The meeting was hosted on May 9, 2019 at the Ramada Plaza
from 10am-2:00pm.

●

28 people attended representing 19 organizations which
exceeded the goal of 15:

LEARNINGS
This initial planning retreat was successful and led to rich
outcomes that helped to shape not only the community of
practice but the grant and summit as well.

COP coordinator facilitated focus groups and break out planning
sessions via which attendees developed the following:
●
●
●
●
●
Develop an advisory
group by engaging the
19 B3 organizations that
collaborated with the
Confronting Anti-Black
Racism to shape the
BTTF project framework
and processes.

Met with
limited
success

Identified COP elements and online platform
Identified the learning needs of B3 grassroots groups to be
delivered under the COP Learning Lab
Discussed the action grant framework
Discussed the summit framework including sessions and
potential presenters
Feedback collected and documented.

●

5 of the 19 initial B3 planning groups were responsive during the
process of the COP project: (1) Warden Woods, (2) Delta, (3)
Rights of Passage at Woodgreen Community Services (4) Black
Cap

●

HTCO coordinated and hosted the first meeting with the
advisory group but attendance was low. However, certain
members from the original planning group committed to
support the initiative when needed and time permitted.

Despite HTCO many and consistent attempts to engage
the wider initials B3 planning groups most requested to be
kept informed of verses playing an active advisory role.
Steps should have been taken to engage a new advisory
board perhaps composed of 5 members that were
responsive - opposed to waiting for 19 agreements.
A voting framework should be established for the advisory
group. In essence determine the minimum votes required
to move a decision forward into action.
A serving term should be established for the advisory
board. In this way we can engage the initial planning
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group in perhaps rotating 1-2 year terms.
Another alternative is to establish an advisory group from
the actual membership of the COP.
Develop and deliver a
community of practice
for B3 groups:
Black, Black-led and
Black serving

Met
pass initial
deadline

●

●
●

●

Establish membership
consisting of 20 people,
representing 14-16
organizations.

Met &
exceeded
goal after
initial delay

●
●
●

Identified a lead facilitator/coordinator. Note, there was a
transition in leadership from HTCO to CEE in Feb 2020 after which
this deliverable was formalized.
Developed leadership and team structure for the COP.
Formalized framework - goal, mission, membership requirements,
meetings timelines, and overall organization - using feedback
from CABR documents, attendee’s feedback garnered at
retreat 1, members of the initial planning group, grant officer
and research of best practices. This is outlined in the logic model
(included here)
Members were invited to participate in COP online and inperson trainings

This process took longer than expected. A primary
contributing factor was the significant time spent trying to
re-engage and awaiting responsive feedback from the
initial B3 planning group. This delayed the decision making
process and project management. The coordinator was
hesitant to make steps and executive decisions that this
core group may subsequently reject.

Created and launched a membership registration survey that
gathered details such as: biographical, professional expertise,
skills gaps, number of years in the field. (Survey findings below)
Attracted 56 registrants which exceeded the goal of 20.
Attracted 44 organization representatives which exceeded the
goal of 16.

Membership registration and an accounting of the
membership organisation was achieved when leadership
of the COP coordination was transitioned from HTCO to
CEE.

The set objective was to engage emerging B3
organisations but interest was shown from more
established organisations that are in operation for 11+
years. This was unexpected but steps were taken to
engage them in meaningful ways per the request

The initial delay in meeting this deliverable was due to a
lack of project management knowledge and execution:
● no registration tool established
● subsequent inability to track and formalize
membership
To rectify the issue the process was automated and
centralized in that it was housed on the BTTF website. This
makes it more efficient to track members' registration,
contact members, gauge their skills and gap area,
learning goals and more.
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Execute baseline
evaluation among
community of practice
membership

Met

●

●

Host 6 in person COP
Meet-ups to be
supplemented by
interactive online
engagement.

Met &
exceeded
goal

Developed and launched a survey that assessed work history,
current skills and gaps in expertise and knowledge, education
level, learning goals and ability to deliver training.
All 56 members completed the survey which now informs their
sub-working groups: emerging or established along with learning
goals.

COP Project Life cycle:
1. May 2019 - Retreat 1 hosted to build COP framework
2. June 21st 2019 - official public launch of COP
3. August 2019 - January 2020 - 6 COP meetups in person were
hosted
4. April 28th 2019 - Retreat 2 was to be hosted to facilitate end of
year 1 wrap up/planning but pivoted due to COVID
5. April 7 - virtual meetup hosted to coordinate response to COVID19 among B3 groups
6. May 26 - COP emerging members are scheduled to meet
virtually
7. May 27 - COP established groups are scheduled to meet
virtually
Accounting of COP Meetup:
COP convened a total of 8 times (7 in person and 1 virtual) from June
21st when the COP was launched at the summit to April 2020).
Impact: total 185 people engaged:
● 28 participants at retreat 1
● 80 participants across 6 learning labs
● 77 in virtual COP meeting

Survey results are noted in the graphs below.
Operationally, we advise emerging groups to consider
using google forms to collect and manage data. This
automated tool is free, user-friendly, and offers quick
analysis. Plus, there is no restriction in the number of
questions that can be asked.
Virtual meetups fare better than in-person meetups
because 77 members attended the virtual meetup and 80
people attendees were tracked among all 6 in person
sessions that were hosted.
Need user friendly platforms to facilitate peer-to-peer
engagement. The slack technology did not work, though
it is very popular in the tech sector.
Need to centralize all engagements through the website
so that membership is not confused as to what technology
is being used for several aspects of the COP.
To increase use of technology, coordinators must facilitate
training on use of technology for all members with
particular focus on elders in the COP
People are still seeking ways to engage in meaningful
connections even if facilitated online.
Marketing of the learning lab must be integrated as part
of each COP meetup and not as a separate service.
Allowing members to invite guests to meetups translated
to more people signing up to be official members of BTTF
COP. This should continue, with in camera sections as
required.
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Identify experts in the
Black community who
can deliver training to
cultivate the next
generations of B3
leaders.

Met
deadline

7 COP learning lab training sessions were delivered - 6 in person and 1
virtually. Paid contracts were developed with 6 of the facilitators and a
CEE staff (Shereen Ashman) delivered the virtual training. In person COP
learning labs were video recorded, edited and uploaded to BTTF
website and YouTube:
The topics and trainers of the 6 in person COP learning labs and 1 virtual
are:
In person COP learning labs
1. Dr. Andrew Campbel - Public Presentation, Leadership Skills and
Building Intentional Relationships -

Recording the COP learning labs allows for new members
to take this training online and at a time convenient for
them.
The membership can also be tapped to provide training
for each other. This is now being facilitated under the
leadership of CEE
To attract trainers with a high degree of expertise
payment must be part of the compensation.

2. Dr. Joseph Smith - Servicing the Hearts and Minds of Racialized
Youth: Exploring the Theories of Change 3. Leo D. Edwards PHD Candidate - Knocking Down Stigma and
Silence: Mental Health and Substance Misuse in the Black
Community 4. Dr. Fatimah Jackson-Best - Community-based Participatory
Research (CBPR) 5. Kim Katrin - The Medium Is the Message: Multi Platform
Marketing
6. Youth Rex - Intentional Program Development: A Workshop for
Youth Program Virtual COP Learning Lab
1. Shereen Ashman, MA in Adult Education & Community
Development, CEE - Pivoting to online programming in light of
Covid 19: Synchronous & asynchronous learning platforms 1 mentorship relationship developed:
● A COP member of the emerging COP sub group was
connected with Delta Family Resource Centre
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Launch website that
can also facilitate
online learning and
peer-to-peer
engagement among
membership

Met &
exceeded
goal after
initial delay

The BTTF website was redeveloped with the required functionality when
leadership was transitioned to CEE - visit www.blacktothefutureto.com

The functionality required for the website necessitated
that the contract be tendered to an experienced IT
professional and not a youth with little experience.
There were several attempts made to tender the contract
to a youth. However, each time, the website product was
no of quality or functionality needed. This delay
disengaged some of the initial COP members.
Choose technology that is user friendly and congruent
with the culture of the sector. Attempts to introduce
SLACK was not effective, and created challenges to
engage the initial 10 members. This disengaged COP
members.

Coordinate end of year
retreat to be attended
by at least 15 members
review, add and
discuss next steps

unmet due
to Pivoted
Covid-19
response

The closing meet-up retreat was planned for April 27th at Warden
Woods.

Evaluation and Report
Writing

Met

Secured evaluator on contract

However, we pivoted to host a virtual meeting with 56 members and an
additional 21 invited guests. The focus of the meeting was to establish a
strategy to develop a coordinated response to and request for
emergency support from emerging and established B3 organizations.
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Problem Statement: Grassroots and emerging Black, Black-led and Black-Serving (B3) organizations are unconventional and experience lower funding capacity and core infrastructure to sustain
long term services and programs. This restricts the fostering of a critical mass of services, resources, cultural knowledge and networks to mitigate and prevent issues within the black community.
Goal/ Objective: Develop a local and accessible community of practice to build and situate on-going learning, establish relationships and amplify leadership among B3 non-profits and
professionals. This will increase our ability to respond, advocate, scale, sustain and strengthen the best practices of B3 grassroots initiatives in this sector.
ACTIVITIES

INPUT

Establish a Community of Practice that
consists of 20 people, representing 1416 organizations that are Blackfocused, Black-lead and Black
Serving (B3).

Identify a lead facilitator to establish
governance, operating and team structure
Outreach to recruit members

SHORT-TERM OUTPUT
A governance framework
COP membership of 20 professionals and 14-16
B3 organizations
Increase awareness of BTTF COP as a capacity
building and advocacy group

Fiscal, material, data collection and
project management resources.
Host bi-monthly in-person meet up &
learning labs supplemented by online
engagements.

human and fiscal capital, space, online
platform; assessment survey

Identify experts in the Black
community who can cultivate the
next generation of leaders.

recruitment and onboarding materials,
fiscal and human capital; training platform

Establish a network of Black
professionals to support B3 advocacy
and sector growth

Facilitate exchange of cultural
knowledge and best practices
between emerging & established B3
organizations.

Build capacity of members
and peer-to-peer support
training materials/videos posted online
Attract a roster of expert trainers with
knowledge in diverse subjects
Develop/ expand sector knowledge and best
practices among B3 emerging groups.

Training mentorship/sponsorship assessment
and donor ship opportunities, stakeholders,
funding, space to meet, sector knowledge
experts

expand the number of services available to
Black communities. Establish a network that
shares opportunities; identify collective
advocacy focus and build advocacy skills of
members.

identify emerging and established
professionals in sub-working groups, best
practices, African ways of knowing

Foster collaboration between emerging and
established B3 groups.

LONG TERM OUTPUT

DATA COLLECTION

Build a sector where B3
organizations strengthen
their impact and work
constructively to address
community challenges and
take advantage of
opportunities.

biographical detail, work
history, sector knowledge,
learning gaps and training
capacity

Work collectively to
address/remove barriers to
access funding.
Facilitate a level playing
field for B3 organizations to
not be limited in their ability
to pursue selfdetermination and
economic sustainability.
Develop a cultural resource
bank and exchange
among emerging and
establish B3 organizations
Confronting Anti-Black
Racism in the not-for-profit
sector.

assess training needs and
assets within the
membership.
a list of expert’s trainers
and their skill/ subject area
and data on training
undertaken
advocacy focus areas
and list of COP members
who are skilled at
advocacy work.
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STRENGTH
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Despite many learning curbs, we managed to accomplish the goal of the
project to develop a local and accessible training circle for workers within
grassroots and emerging organizations.
Change of management/leadership brought a system and operational
framework needed.
All project partners were determined to the larger cause and impact of the
project and the needs of the community.
The BTTF COP played a pivotal role coordinating a response from B3
organizations.
BTTF COP produced a report of the state of and needs of the B3 organizations
to officials which garnered interest.
That we attracted interest from established organisation and professionals who
wanted to join the COP
The ability to pivot plans and leadership when planned strategies or course of
actions did not result in the intended outcome.
Delivered the project in budget

OPPORTUNITIES
●
●
●

Opportunity to grow membership into two sub groups: emerging and
established.
Establish a stream of income by launching branded merchandise under the
Black to the future banner
build alignment with international BTTF organisation operating in the united
states because they have a similar mission and was launched by a founding
member of Black Lives Matter

WEAKNESS
●
●
●
●
●

The initial leading organization lacked the developed project management
skills need to launch the COP
Attempts to implement high technology and platforms did not take hold.
low interest among the initial planning group to play in the role of active
advisors.
Investing too much time in trying to engage the initial planning group to make
decisions about implementing the COP process and operation.
Skills set and work styles were very different among partners and this caused
conflict sometimes.

THREATS
●
●

lead organisations require core infrastructure to effectively invest particular time
and focus on establishing rapport among community members.
A change of management/leadership may place limits on the ability to engage
the membership; therefore, to mitigate this gap, succession planning is
imperative. However, given the pandemic the time we hoped to invest in this
process was shifted to responding to the pandemic and support the COP
membership to do the same.
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DELIVERABLE TASKS
Develop Grant guideline

MET/
UNMET
Met

ACHIEVEMENTS
To facilitate application submissions, grant guidelines was
developed and facilitated on the BTTF website around the
following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Eligible organizations
How much can you apply for
What can be funded
Grant limitation
Grant submission process
BTTF commitment to an equitable process

LEARNINGS
A low tech approach was taken that required applicants
to submit via email. However, subsequent initiatives should
consider automation or online application.
Doing so, applications would be centrally housed and
data could be generated easier.

https://blacktothefutureto.com/grantcall/
Establish operational framework

Met

Developed the following processes and supporting materials
as components of the operational processes:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Promote grant opportunity to
community with the goal of
attracting at least 12
organizations to apply for grant

Met and
exceeded
goal

It was imperative to get the support of a grant officer who
was invaluable in providing insight and strategies to make
this process efficient.

grant guideline
application submission
Pitch process and questions
Criteria Selection
Excel ranking system
MOU

62 organizations applied which exceeded the goal of the
targeted 12
Hosted a launch session at the summit that provided
potential applicants with the opportunity to ask questions.

Applicants from the following wards put forward
submissions:
1,4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13,14, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25
submission outside of the catchment areas: Pickering,
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Mississauga, Oshawa, Brampton, Klienburg
outline grant process in the summit booklet
Areas of funding request:
1. Governance training
2. fundraising
3. branding
4. marketing
5. Programing
6. Events
7. Resource Development/MH Directory
8. Operations Cost
9. Strat plan
10. Share Our Stories with The World
11. Education
12. Women empowerment
13. evaluation
14. Sustainability
15. Business plan,
16. Video series
17. Online financial literacy portal
18. Digital database
19. Website development
20. Add funding to ongoing project
21. Supplies and equipment
22. Workshops
23. Engaging law students in Africa
Providing different engagement options: in person, written,
online etc. and launching the grant at the summit were
efficient strategy
Recruit at least 3 professionals
to review, rank and determine
successful grantee

Met

Launched application process

Having a grant officer as one of the review panel
members should be a best practice that is continued.

Attracted three established professionals, each with over 10
years experience in the sector to comprise this review panel.
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Disperse Grants to at least 6
grantees

Met

22 organisations were shortlisted from the initial 62 applicants.
6 organizations were subsequently established from the 22
shortlisted.

The invoicing timeline was efficient because it was clearly
outlined in the MOU.
Develop an invoice material for grantees that showed all
the details that must be on an invoice to mitigate delays.

A profile of the 6 successful grantees can be found here:
https://blacktothefutureto.com/2019-grantees-2/

1 mentorship relationship developed with grantee and Delta
Family Resource Centre.
A total of 54,000 of the 60,000 allocated funds was disbursed
to grantees.

Support grantees to sustain
mentorship relationships with
trustee organizations and
achieve project compliance

Met

CEE staff was identified as a point of contact for grantees to
raise and solve issues around compliance with orientation,
implementation, reporting, and financial management.

We can develop a reporting package for all grantees and
include the materials to track spending. Some grantees
had issues with the reporting process in that they
completed the narrative component but did not include
fiscal reporting.
Conduct training on financial processes and steps that
can delay the process. There was one instance in which a
grantee changed their banking information and this
delayed the final payment.
Some grantees expressed difficulty finding and securing
trustee relationships with a B3 organization which delayed
some of the projects.

CEE staff met with each grantees 3 times in person over the
course of their projects:
1. to review and sign MOU
2. mid point check in to review project operation,
reporting updates and facilitate second disbursement
3. final check to review project operation, reporting
updates and facilitate second disbursement
Grantees were invited to join BTTF COP and 4/6 actioned that
opportunity.
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ACTION CRANT
SWOT ANALYSIS
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Action Grant Swot Analysis
STRENGTH
●
●
●
●

Marketing and outreach approach
High application response from the B3 community
High engagement between CEE grant officer and grantees
4 grantees joined the COP

OPPORTUNITIES
●
●

Provide training for the applicants who were unsuccessful in the process
Invite applicants who were unsuccessful in the process to join the COP

WEAKNESS
●

There were grant submissions that were not of high quality or matched the
objectives of the grant. This speaks to the skills gap among emerging groups

THREATS
●

Lack of continued funding
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STRENGTH
●
●
●
●
●

Hosted orientation meeting with funder and delivery partners at the start of the
project to facilitate introduction and reviewed materials and objectives.
Established monitoring meeting schedule between delivery partners
Maintain communication with grant review officer
ensured that project was delivered in/under budget
Partners were able to resolve issues and comprise on pivots

OPPORTUNITIES
●
●
●
●

Establish a matrix system that evaluates the skill set of each partner and not
relying on years of operation as the standard to assess skill and competencies
of staff.
Establish a RACI system that accounted for all stakeholders and not just delivery
partners
Create exit checklist for partners who disband from the project/process
Establish success plan / materials

WEAKNESS
●
●
●
●

Some partners and contracted vendors disengaged after delivering the
component that led. However, the expectation was that all partners remained
engaged until the end of the project.
Staff departures disrupted the ecosystem of the partnership and operations.
All partners were not responsive to project pivots.
Communication was not always clear and consistent among all delivery
partners

THREATS
●

●
●

Culture and operational clash between best practices relevant to the tech
industry and social service sector. The level of on the grassroots, low tech and, 11 engagement often required in the latter was not necessarily appreciated. For
that reason, the slack platform did not work to engage the targeted population.

Accountability in the Partnerships could have been stronger.
High pressure resulted in inaction at times, and the ability to be
innovative and try new things should be embraced in the future
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What Are the Major Learning(S) From The Project?
●

Communities of Practice initiatives are well established in other sectors such as health/Dental care; however, it is a fairly new approach to community
development in the social service sector. Many of the challenges faced via developing the COP in this project are common among other initiatives,
particularly in education. Through our experience, we have learned that in order to effectively develop a COP it is imperative to have a key facilitator,
generative leadership and organizing systems (an established vision/ mission / committees / and individual roles) and overall established benefits among all
stakeholders (inclusive of the planning group)

●

When conducting multi-pronged projects, the initial planning group may not maintain to lead/complete all elements of the project. One may notice the
lifespan of the planning group? following the lifespan of each project element; that is to say the group leading the first initiative of the project may
subsequently disband upon its completion. This is particularly the case if the initiative is a grassroots project with little incentive to maintain sustained
engagement outside of developing social capital.

●

When leading multi-stakeholder projects, it is imperative that all stakeholders establish an open and co-created communication and operation plan. We
have found it helpful to host our monthly partnership meeting, allowing us dedicated time and space to confer strategic direction and/or pivot. Again, this
highlights the importance of building rapport and relationship of trust when engagement in community development projects.

●

From an organizational learning perspective, we have learned that when developing community based partnerships, it is helpful to co-design shared values
and participatory agreements among partners and all stakeholders.

●

Considering the context and various structural nuances of grassroots organizations, the development of risk mitigation or contingency plans may help to plan
responsively and proactively towards the reality of unforeseen challenges. Developing shared key success factors prior to commencing the project will
support an adaptable project management process.
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Recommendation:
●

To assist the overall program planning process, establishing a smaller functional advisory council or circle of 3-5 members may support shared decision making
and the structure of a self-organizing COP working group.

Unexpected (positive and/or negative) project outcomes? If so, please share details.
●

The main unforeseen challenge was the organizational Impact of COVID-19 towards the completion of the project, which affected the planning and
communication plans due to an urgent need to pivot the established course of action.

What is the one project success you are most proud of?
●
●

Facilitating collaboration between three very unique B3 Organization and the establishment of a dynamic cross sectoral approach to community
development
the innovation of a three pronged approach to experiential learning initiatives with a focus on confronting anti-black racism (Conference, Action Grants,
Community of Practice)

Please share one major challenge you faced in planning or carrying out your project.
●

One major challenge presented was the ability to cover the full scope of this project and nature within a 1-year time frame - considering the infrastructural
and operational context of grassroots organizations.
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